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About This Game

Cat Burglar: A Tail of Purrsuit is a stealthy puzzle platformer adventure of a cat's quest to get one over on the dastardly dogs.

By playing as Kat and clearing each level you will unlock Pet charities and get an opportunity to learn more about these great
organizations and how you can help.

Kat must sneak her way through 7 different levels to best the dogs and escape with the LOOTS!

GAMERS FOR GOOD BACKSTORY:
Gamers for Good is a nonprofit game studio, with a mission to help gamers give. We create game-related content and build

awareness of charitable opportunities for gamers.

We will be donating 20% of the proceeds from the sales of Cat Burglar to Best Friends.

The mission of Best Friends Animal Society is to bring about a time when there are No More Homeless Pets. We do this by
helping end the killing in America's animal shelters through building community programs and partnerships all across the nation.

We believe that by working together we can Save Them All.

There are many more animal charities that can learn about and support also. So be sure to check out the charities page in the
extras menu to see them all.
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Extremely cute game in both looks and narrative. This game is far more challenging than it seems, where you not only need to
watch out for the dogs, but you also must position your camera throughout the level to work to your advantage and find all the
gems! Recommended to all cat people out there (and dog people).

Bonus: You also get to learn about pet charities while you are playing! Extra Bonus: for Major Bull.. The game is simple and
fun, made by a small team for a good cause. Can't wait to see what the team comes up with next. Each game is better than the
last.. I absolutely love this game! Not only is the core gameplay mechanic solid and fun, the game also has a very good cause. I
look forward to playing it more and seeing what new games will come out from the devs. Overall, 10\/10.
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